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Abstract. The article describes the processing of ellipses in an automated system of solving planimetric tasks according to their description in natural language. An approach is proposed to processing ellipses basing on cognitive semantics. The resolution of ellipses is based on using syntactic structures and semantics of geometry in parallel. The types of ellipses most frequently encountered in geometric tasks are revealed. A new approach to recognizing and resolving ellipses in the framework of cognitive semantics is offered.
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1 Introduction

The ambiguity of natural language caused by homonymy has long been studied by computer linguistics. However, the ambiguity associated with the omission of a thinkable language unit (ellipsis) in text has been actively analyzed in natural language processing relatively recently [1], [2]. Although in theoretical linguistics ellipticity got enough coverage [3], [4], restoration of ellipses in systems of syntactic text analysis is clearly developed not enough. Firstly, this is largely due to the fact that eliminating ellipticity is subordinate to actual syntactic analysis and, secondly, this is caused by complexity of resolving ellipses.

The complexity is explained by the necessity to consider a number of contexts: current sentence, adjacent sentences, already established syntactic relations and, finally, semantics of the text. This work is divided into two parts. In the first part, it is described how to handle ellipticity in a specific holistic system of solving plane geometry tasks described in natural language. This system has been implemented in the framework of the INTEGRO project (INTEGRating Ontology) [5]. The second part proposes a new approach to the processing of ellipses based on cognitive semantics.
2 Resolving ellipses in the texts of geometrical tasks

2.1 Syntactical analysis

The architecture and principles of functioning of the system for solving geometrical problems are described in [6] and its general scheme is illustrated by Fig. 1.

![Diagram of the system for solving geometrical tasks](image)

**Fig. 1.** Scheme of the system for solving geometrical tasks.

The system includes the following blocks: linguistic translator, ontology, solver, and graphical module for displaying and explaining the results (drawing NL-explanation of the solution process). The solver receives the ontological structure of the task and forms a chain of basic operations using knowledge of the subject area. In this section, we concentrate on the extension of the system to correctly interpret elliptical (incomplete) sentences.

The language translator creates a syntactic structure and determines that some of its elements violate the language rules. For example, there is no noun for the adjective, the pretext is at the end of the sentence, the number does not have a mandatory measuring unit, and so on. The basic criteria for determining ellipticity are studied by linguists [7, 8]. Based on these criteria recorded in the ontology, the translator identifies the fragments of the syntactic tree that admittedly contain ellipticity. Next, with the use of algorithms described in short below in section 2.2, the identified ellipses are restored. Specifically, in sentence “the radius of the first circle equals 12 cm, and the second 10 cm”, the elements “second” and “10” define the ellipticity. As a result, two syntactical structures are formed:

- The radius of the first circle equals 12 cm;
- The radius of the second circle equals 10 cm.

These structures are further processed by the system mechanisms of paraphrasing to obtain an ontological representation of sentence in the formal terms of the subject area [6]. The concept “paraphrasing” has been proposed by the well-known Russian linguist Apresyan in [9]. In our system, we use an adaptive variant of this concept.
The concept of paraphrasing assumes that any class of sentences corresponding to one and only one sense can be reduced to the simplest or canonical phrase composed only of the lexemes expressing most clearly the basic concepts of sentences. Thus, paraphrasing is based on the following proposition in [9]: “One of the fundamental properties of human languages consists in the fact that if there are several synonyms, in the broad sense, to express some concept, then only one of them turns out to be privileged, canonical, or prototypical for expressing this concept”. In particular, such canonical concepts in plane geometry are, for example, the point, the line, the plane and to belong, to lie between, and to be congruent. Thus the rules of paraphrasing provide only one canonical form for a group of sentences having the same sense. For example, sentences “a point located on the straight line”, “the straight line passing through a point”, “a point belonging to the line”, “a point lying on the line segment” etc. are reduced to the following canonical phrase “point belongs to straight line”. This canonical phrase is mapped to its ontological representation in the form of the following triplet “point lies line”. It should be stressed that the members of the triplet (objects and relations between them) are not dependent on a language. Therefore the corresponding rule of paraphrasing contains, in its left part, the objects and relations depending on language, but, in its right part, the formal objects and relations invariant in different languages.

The rules of paraphrasing are divided into two classes; the first one consists of rules in which both parts are some generalized syntactic structures; the second one consists of rules having canonical descriptions in their left parts and semantic descriptions in their right parts. The second class of rules can be used for transforming ontological structures into corresponding natural language texts. It is reasonable to apply the rules of the first class to equivalent synonymic transformations of synthesized structures to retrieve texts in the most appropriate manner in a considered application domain.

2.2 Algorithm for resolving ellipticity

The algorithm for treating ellipses is based on the ontology knowledge reflecting the semantic hierarchy of word forms in the syntactic structure and the norms of natural language. To a first approximation the algorithm can be described as follows:

- to segment a syntactic structure into two segments: a complete one without ellipticity and the other one containing ellipticity (generally, it is a set of noun groups (NG));
- in the elliptical segment, to reveal the elements that are supposed to be used for resolving ellipticity;
- in the full syntactic structure, to reveal the candidates to be replaced by the elements found in the previous step;
- to perform the replacement and obtain the complete syntactic structure.

In the example given in section 2.1 “first” is replaced by “second” and “12” by “10” because they correspond to the same concepts of ontology. Here we have different objects and the same type of attribute (length). In the sentence “the perimeter of triangle is 37 cm and the area = 20 cm” we have the same object and different types
of attributes. This seemingly simple algorithm allows to successfully recover not only geometrical ellipses, but several others, described, for example, in [2]: in the sentence “twenty years of such dance form the age, forty – the history” “twenty” is replaced by “forty” and “age” is replaced by “history”.

2.3 Limitations

Of course, many cases of ellipticity cannot be processed by the algorithm above. Example: “There are seven circles. Radius of one 5 cm, two others – 3 cm, and the others – 10 cm”. We have multiple ellipticity in this example. A similar example from [2]: “Anemones discard tentacles, crabs – claws, lizards – tail”. In many cases, ambiguity arises at the level of comparison. Two options were analyzed: 1) to move forward with analyzing the situation and eliminating ambiguity at the stage of semantic processing; 2) to complement the ontology by the rules of preferences when choosing a candidate for replacement (substitution). It should be noted that the question of clear ellipticity criteria and methods for restoring the full structure of sentences has not been fully resolved within the framework of a generally accepted linguistic theory. Resolving ellipses in natural language texts remains one of the most difficult and unsolved tasks in linguistics, despite the abundance of proposed methods based on syntactic-semantic parsing of sentences. Syntax reveals the structure of the ellipsis and the similar part of the sentence without it; semantics deals with word values. However, as the example from [11, page. 62] shows, resolving ellipses is based on the understanding of context (text theme), the sense of words and collocations: “Charles makes love with his wife twice a week. So does John”.

2.4 Testing the algorithm

The algorithm performs the ellipses’ resolution with the accuracy equal to 100% in simple cases when the noun phrase in a sentence consists of only one word. It is important to note that resolving ellipses is directly connected with the correct functioning the system ontology, since the ontology supports the process of sentence understanding. In more complex cases with the composite noun phrases or incomplete ontology, the accuracy of the algorithm declines to 70%. In any case, difficult texts of some planimetric tasks require the special analysis and the solution ad hoc.

Currently, several hundred of simple ellipses and several tens of complex ones have been tested.

In general, it should be anticipated that the vast majority of sentences contains several types of ellipses or some number of ellipses of the same type. This fact implies the search for some new approach to reconstructing ellipses covering not only the ontology and linguistic knowledge but also the model of human plausible reasoning and cognitive model of practical geometrical situations. Ellipsis resolution must be based on cognitive semantics.
Ellipsis classification in geometrical tasks

To study the typology of ellipses in geometric tasks we used a body of texts containing more than 1000 planimetric tasks. We have revealed the following types of ellipses: ellipses using dash “−” (ellipses with skipped predicate or verb), ellipses without “−” (ellipses with skipped verb, noun, pronoun, or predicate. Consider the structure of these ellipses. We will give only fragments of tasks containing ellipses.

Skipped predicate: In triangular ABC there are given \( R \) and \( r \) – radii of circumscribed and inscribed circles. \( A_1, B_1, C_1 \) – points of crossing the bisectors of triangle \( ABC \) with the circumscribed circle.

Structural components of these ellipses are Noun Phrase (NP) and Prepositional Phrase (PP). Revealing NP and PP is realized in the system OntoIntegrator [1] in the framework of the project on creating World Digital Mathematical Library – WDML.

Consider this type of ellipses in greater detail:

a) \(<\text{NP}> <\text{designations}> <\text{NP}>\) (Bases of perpendiculars dropped from B and D on AC – M and N);

b) \(<\text{Designation(s)}> <\text{NP}> >\) (O1, O2, O3, O4 – centers of circles; D – arbitrary point of the plane; BD – the side of rectilinear pentagon inscribed in this circle);

c) \(<\text{NP}> <\text{NP}> <\text{NP}>\) (The points of their intersection lie on the same circle – the circle of nine points; This quadrangle is a diamond; Every parallelogram inscribed in a circle – rectangle; Every diamond inscribed in a circle – square);

d) \(<\text{NP}> <\text{NP}> <\text{PP}>\) (Center of circle – inside the quadrangle; C – between A and F);

e) \(<\text{NP}> <\text{NP}> <\text{The property expressed by adjective}>\) (Angle C – right; To find a point on a given line such that the sum of distances from it to two points A, B – minimal).

The resolution of these ellipses can be carried out according to the scheme:

to select NPs; to identify the heads of NPs as geometrical objects; to identify designations; to localize the dash between the designation(s) and the NPs; to check (according to the rules of the ontology) the conformity between the designations and the heads of the NPs; to restore ellipses. In these cases, the dash is replaced by the forms “is” or “are” of the verb “to be”.

The dash in the Russian language is put in a variety of situations. In situation c), the dash is put between the subject and the predicate in the absence of a link between them [13], if both members are expressed as nouns in the form of the same case, for example, “Loneliness in a creative work – a hard thing”, “The next station is Mytischi”. In geometric problems, situation c) has the nature of a logical definition (geometry – a section of mathematics) or identity, when the subject and the predicate are expressed by the same concept. If the subject and the predicate are not expressed by the same word, then it is necessary to check the predicative relation through logical inference in the ontology.

In view of our consideration of Verb Phrase Ellipsis in the previous section we confine ourselves to one of difficult cases of this ellipsis.

Skipped verb (ellipsis with dash): In triangle \( ABC \) there are taken points \( M, N \) and \( P \): \( M \) and \( N \) – on sides \( AC \) and \( BC \), \( P \) – on line segment MN.
In this sentence, we have an incomplete VP: *In triangle ABC there are taken points M, N and P* (presupposition), this VP is prolonged by the follow way:

- *In triangle ABC there is taken point M on side AC;*
- *In triangle ABC there is taken point N on side BC;*
- *In triangle ABC there is taken point P on line segment MN.*

Restoration of this sentence is supported by a thinkable geometric situation, (let us call it a **cognitive model of a geometric situation**). And the restoration goes on sequentially, but with simultaneous creation of different relationships: temporary (earlier, later), referential (the designation refers to an object, the pronoun refers to an object), spatial (in the triangle, on the side), linguistic (links of relationships, objects, properties with certain word forms and expressions), quantitative. So, in our example we have (→ means a reference):

- **In triangle ABC → triangle → designation = ABC;**
- **Triangle ABC → one → it → it is given → this → in it;**
- **Triangle ABC → side AC → one, side BC → two, side AB → three**
- **In triangle ABC there are taken points M, N, and P;**
- **Point one → designation M → first, point two → designation N → second;**
- **Point three → designation P → third;**
- **In triangle ABC there is taken point M; in triangle ABC there is taken point N; in triangle ABC there is taken point P;**

**Now we need a model of acting: “to take point in a triangle” and generating hypotheses “Where?”**. In accordance with one of the hypotheses the following cases are:

- **In triangle ABC there is taken point M (one) on side AC (one);**
- **In triangle ABC there is taken point N (two) on side BC (two);**
- **By analogy:**
- **In triangle ABC there is taken point P (three) on line segment MN.**

Line segment → designation MN → it joins points M and N (supported by knowledge about how a segment of a line is generated).

As a result, we can restore the full text of this task: *In triangle ABC there is taken point M on side AC; there is taken point N on side BC, and there is taken P on line segment MN.*

The process of binding objects during their construction is supported by cognitive models of objects and operational knowledge. As D. Suleymanov [14] noted, “it is necessary to go not from the text, but from the task”. All cognitive models can be explicitly defined based on geometric semantics and they are associated with speech parts and typical collocations with their grammatical categories at the sentence level.

Restoration of the full text requires reasoning by analogy and understanding the meaning of actions with geometric objects. Exactly, similar actions are supposed with similar objects, and therefore the words are skipped. In practice, most skipped words are redundant for understanding the sense of sentences. People omit words consciously. However, if the missing information is not redundant, understanding texts represents a problem that is resolved by analyzing geometric situations.

The following sentences give the examples of ellipses without dashes.
Skipped verb, ellipsis without dash: The vertices of parallelogram $A_1B_1C_1D_1$ lie on the sides of parallelogram $ABCD$: point $A_1$ lies on $AB$, $B_1$ on $BC$, etc.). (Word “lies” after $B_1$ is skipped)

Skipped noun: Prove that the value of angle with the vertex inside a circle equals the half-sum of the angular values of two arcs of which one is enclosed between the sides of this corner and the other between the prolongation of sides. (Words “of this corner” after word “sides” are skipped).

Skipped pronoun: In a circle of radius $R$, two chords $AB$ and $AC$ are drawn. On $AB$ or on its extension, point $M$ is taken. Analogically, on $AC$ or on the extension, point $N$ is taken. (“of it” is skipped after “the extension”).

Skipped predicate: Side $BC$ of triangle $ABC$ is equal to a, radii of a circumscribed circle.

4 The structure of cognitive models of objects and actions

Cognitive structures correspond to the semantic structures of situations described in the text. They should be aligned with the narrative structures of sentences. A word can have multiple values, but only one sense, at least in mathematical texts. Ellipsis (omitting words, economy of text) is possible because the preceding text determines unambiguously (uniquely) the meaning of each word and situation, and these meanings remain unchanged. In cognitive models of objects, the following relationships are important:

- object can perform some actions;
- object can be subjected to actions of other objects;
- object can have spatial and temporal relationships (earlier, later, already built, already given) with other objects;
- object can be composed of some other objects;
- object can be a part of some other object (objects);
- object has properties, some of which (call them actant ones) are related to the actions that the object commits (intersects – intersecting, lies – lying) or the actions that are committed over it (has been given – given, has been formed – formed, cut off, embedded). Thus, the actant properties of objects are directly displayed in the morphological forms of words describing these properties;
- the relationships between the properties of one geometrical object and the properties of others.

These relationships are in agreement with the universals described by D. Sulaymanov [15]. The properties between an object and its parts are realized through implications: if center, then a circle; if radius, then a circle; if circle, then circumscribed about or inscribed in; if inscribed in, then in an object; if bisector, then bisector of an angle; if bisector of angle, then the vertex of angle from which it originates; if bisector, then the angle from which it comes is divided in half; if bisector, then it is the axis of symmetry of angle divided in half by this bisector.

The interaction of cognitive models and the analyzed text should provide the principle of “cognitive expectation” and “determinism of context” [14].
Creation of cognitive models of objects and actions for plane geometry, in the
proposed approach, is performed in a step-by-step mode by the use of a given text
corpus. Some fragments of cognitive model “Bisector” are shown in Tables 1 and 2. It
is also a problem of considerable interest to apply a plausible reasoning for resolution
of ellipses, including analogy, generalizations, specialization, use of implications,
forming hypotheses and many others.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bisector of</th>
<th>Hyperlink to object (to NP)</th>
<th>Hyperlink to object (to PP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bisector of angle</td>
<td>in (of) triangle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisector of acute angle</td>
<td>in (of) rectangular triangle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisector of inner angle</td>
<td>in (of) triangle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisector of angle</td>
<td>at base of isosceles triangle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisector coming from vertex</td>
<td>of inscribed triangle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisector of angles adjacent to one side</td>
<td>in (of) parallelogram</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisector of</td>
<td>in (of) triangle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisector of inner angle</td>
<td>in (of) parallelogram</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisector of angle</td>
<td>in (of) convex quadrilateral</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisector of angle</td>
<td>in (of) rectangle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Verb Phrases with “Bisector”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bisector</th>
<th>Hyperlink to object (to NP)</th>
<th>Hyperlink to object (to PP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dividing</td>
<td>To divide</td>
<td>Side of triangle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpendicular</td>
<td>To be perpendicular</td>
<td>Median of triangle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splitting, cutting in</td>
<td>To split, to cut in</td>
<td>Side of parallelogram in segments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersecting</td>
<td>To intersect</td>
<td>Bisector of triangle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersecting</td>
<td>To intersect</td>
<td>Circle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricting</td>
<td>To restrict</td>
<td>Area of quadrangle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coming across</td>
<td>To come across</td>
<td>Circle in points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Containing</td>
<td>To contain</td>
<td>Points of intersection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lying on</td>
<td>To lie</td>
<td>Straight line</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Within the proposed approach, text analysis becomes cognitive-driven, and the parser
plays a subordinate role (Fig. 2). If ellipsis resolution is based on cognitive models,
then it is possible to synthesize a text describing a geometric situation and compare
this text with the text to be analyzed. The ontology contains theoretical knowledge in
the area to solve geometry tasks of various types (computational, for construction, for
proof). The ontology takes the burden of solving tasks and visualizing solutions. The
Cognitive Analyzer runs incrementally and transmits a converted and meaningful text to the ontology in the form required by it.

![Fig. 2. Scheme of a cognitive-controlled analysis of a text.](image)

5 Related works

Verb Phrase Ellipsis is a well-studied topic in theoretical linguistics but has received little attention as a computational problem and a task of human reasoning except the paper [16]. Exhaustive linguistic analysis of ellipses for different languages performed in many sources: for example, [8], [17-24].

In spite of the fact that a lot of works deal with resolution of ellipses, the significant results are obtained only for some special types of them, namely for the verb ellipses (VE) in the framework of syntactical-semantic analysis.

Detection and resolution of Verb Phrase Ellipsis (VPE) are considered in the articles [25-30] but only for some special cases: resolving elided scopes of modality and ellipses with auxiliary verbs. In [26], the authors have proposed a method of automatic ellipsis resolution without preliminary processing or annotation of texts. This work is carried out within the OntoSem language processing system of the OntoAgent cognitive architecture. OntoAgents carry out deep semantic and pragmatic language analysis, yielding ontologically grounded text meaning representation that populate agent memory and subsequently support agent reasoning [27].

The text with the VE has the following structure consisting of 2 parts standing on the right and left of the "dash" (both parts are in the same sentence). The verb is skipped in the right part, the left part (the antecedent) contains the verb. The right part
is complemented by the verb from the left part. Example: *She can go to Hawaii but he can’t* (*She can go to Hawaii but he can’t go*).

The resolution of such an ellipsis consists of three stages:
- Recognizing the occurrence of ellipsis, localizing it, and selecting its parts;
- finding the nearest to the left verb in the antecedent;
- resolving ellipsis.

The paper [28] describes a system ViPER (VP Ellipsis Resolver) that detects and resolves VP ellipsis, relying on linguistic principles such as syntactic parallelism and modality correlations. The system ViPER has been incorporated into the OntoSem2 incremental semantic analysis system that provides language analysis capabilities to OntoAgents.

In [27], a novel approach is presented to detecting and resolving VPE by using supervised discriminative machine learning techniques trained on features extracted from an automatically parsed, publicly available dataset. Additionally, this approach uses the Margin-Infused-Relaxed Algorithm for antecedent identification. It is proposed a decomposition of the overall resolution problem into three tasks – target detection (ellipsis detection), antecedent head resolution, and antecedent boundary detection.

The paper describes a system ViPER (VP Ellipsis Resolver) that detects and resolves VP ellipsis, relying on linguistic principles such as syntactic parallelism and modality correlations. The system ViPER has been incorporated into the OntoSem2 incremental semantic analysis system that provides language analysis capabilities to OntoAgents.

In this paper, sentences lack an overt predicate. The authors present two methods for reconstructing elided predicates within the Universal Dependencies (UD) framework. The first method adapts an existing procedure for parsing sentences with elided function words [31], which uses composite labels that can be deterministically turned into dependency graphs in most cases. The second method is a novel procedure that relies on the parser only to identify a gap. Then an unsupervised method is used to reconstruct the elided predicates and reattach the arguments to the reconstructed predicate. The both methods work with very high accuracy (from 81.69 to 90.57%) and significantly exceed the recently proposed constituent parser by Kummerfeld and [32]. The types of ellipses reconstructed are:

1. Single predicate gaps:
   - John *bought* books, and Mary ____ flowers.
2. Contiguous predicate-argument gap (including ACCs):
   - Eve *gave flowers* to Al and ____ roses to Sue.
3. Non-contiguous predicate-argument gap:
Arizona elected Goldwater Senator, and Pennsylvania______Schwelker_____.

(4) Verb cluster gap:

I want to try to begin to write a novel and ... Mary _____a play. ...

Mary _____to write a play. ...

Mary _____ to begin to write a play. ...

Mary ______to try to begin to write a play.

The core characteristic of resolving ellipses is that there is a clause that lacks a
predicate (the gap) but still contains two or more arguments or modifiers of the elided
predicate. In most cases, the remnants have a corresponding argument or modifier in
the clause with the overt predicate. The UD frame work aims to provide cross-
linguistically consistent dependency annotations that are useful for NLP tasks. The
UD defines two types of representation: the basic UD representation which is a strict
surface syntax dependency tree and the enhanced UD representation [33] which may
be a graph instead of a tree and may contain additional nodes.

See [34] and [35] for a more comprehensive overview of cross-linguistically at-
tested gapping.

The major advantage of this approach is that the dependency tree contains infor-
mation about the types of arguments and so it should be straightforward to turn de-
pendency trees into enhanced UD graphs. For most dependency trees, one can obtain
the enhanced UD graph by splitting the composite relations into its atomic parts and
inserting copy nodes at the splitting points.

A crucial step is the third step, determining the highest-scoring alignment. This
is done with the algorithm presented by Needleman and Wunsch [36] in which
one defines a similarity function $sim(g,f)$ that returns a similarity score between the
arguments $g$ and $f$. Defining $sim$ based on the intuitions that often, parallel arguments
are of the same syntactic category, that they are introduced by the same function
words (e.g., the same preposition), and that they are closely related in meaning.

Seeker et al. [31] compared three ways of parsing with empty heads: adding a
transition that inserts empty nodes, using composite relation labels for nodes that
depend on an elided node, and pre-inserting empties before parsing. These papers all
focus on recovering nodes for elided function words such as auxiliaries; none of them
attempt to recover and resolve the content word elisions of gapping.

6 Conclusion

Processing ellipses is given in a specific system of plane geometry tasks described in
natural language. Ellipsis resolution is based on using in parallel the syntax structures
of sentences and the geometry semantics. A broader approach to ellipses processing
based on cognitive semantics has been proposed. The approach gives a classification
of ellipses (across a geometric text corpus) and introduces the concept of a cognitive
model of geometry objects and actions. This approach allows to view the structure of
automated analysis of geometric texts as a cognitively controlled parsing.
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